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ABSTRACT

Research literature reviewed by EkDan, Friesen and Ellsworth (1972)

indicated that facial cues may serve as reliable indicators of an

individual's emotional state, that these emotional facial cues are

influenced by culturally learned display rules, and that the emotional

cues appear to have pan-cultural or innate characteristics. Berger

(1962) offered a theoretical basis for several types of vicariously

instigated emotional responses which are dependent upon the perceived

emotional state of a second individual. Empathy was defined as con

cordant vicarious instigation. Envy and sadism (examples of contrast

empathy) were defined as discordant vicarious instigation. Staats'

(1968, 1970, 1975) theory of Social Behaviorism provided the theoretical

rationale for integrating the research findings in emotional facial

behavior and empathy by proposing a two-factor theory of learning to

explain and predict complex human behavior. Additionally, he described

several methodological research techniques involving classical and

instrumental conditioning with attitudinal stimuli.

The present study used classical and instrumental conditioning

procedures using posed photographs of happy facial cues and neutral

facial cues to investigate the formation and function of empathic and

contrast empathic behaviors in intermediate school children. Three

different groups of children were classically conditioned to have either

positive, negative or neutral attitudes toward a standard set of photo

graphs of five stimulus-persons. Subsequently, photographs of the same



five stimulus-persons showing happy and neutral facial cues were used

as reinforcers in an instrumental task. It was predicted that the

results would support Berger's (1962) formulation of empathy and envy,

and Staats' (1968, 1970, 1975) theory of complex human behavior.

Analysis of the instrumental response data, instrumental latency

data, and classical conditioning data offered only weak, suggestive

evidence that conditioning had occurred. A second experiment replicating

the classical conditioning phase of the first experiment was conducted

and significant results were obtained for both main effect variables,

Attitudes and Affect. This was taken as evidence that classical

conditioning had been obtained in the first experiment, but with a

strength too weak to achieve instrumental conditioning using conditioned

stimuli as instrumental reinforcers. Consequently, none of the

hypotheses tested in this study were substantiated. Recommendations

were made to modify both classical and instrumental conditioning

procedures for the purpose of repeating the study.
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PREFACE

This research project investigated several questions, the answers

for which potentially provide the basis for the integration of several,

independently formulated theories of emotional behavior in human beings.

As the dissertation title indicates, the factors of interest are

emotional facial behavior, a specific type of emotional behavior sub-

sumed under the label, "empathy," and a theory of learning which employs

both classical and instrumental conditioning to explicate the acquisition

and function of complex human behavior in a social environment. The

review of the appropriate literature is therefore organized into three

sections: one section for each of the three relevant research areas.

In each section of the review, the apparent relationship between the

research being discussed and the other two research areas will be

briefly indicated. The reader will find that the literature review will

support the following major points:

1. Emotional facial behaviors have both innate and socially

learned properties, and, under certain conditions, these behaviors are

accurate indicators of an individual's emotional state.

2. Facial behavior is an important stimulus which an observer uses

to infer the emotional state of another individual. This perception of

another's emotional state may function to vicariously instigate an

emotion within the observer. When the emotion of the observed individual

and the observer's emotion are concordant, the label "empathy" may be

applied. When the emotion of the observed individual and the observer's



emotion are discordant, the labels "envy" or "sadism" (contrast empathy)

may be appropriately employed.

3. Empathic and contrast empathic emotional responses may result

from an interaction of an individual's classical and instrumental

conditioning experience with another person and the facial behaviors of

the other person.

4. The classical and instrumental conditioning procedures discussed

by Staats (1968) provide the means for producing empathic and contrast

empathic behaviors in a psychological laboratory setting.

5. Facial behavior is an important influence in human social

interaction.

The rationale of this research is to provide experimental evidence

regarding the interactions of these major points in the hope that a more

accurate understanding of them may offer the means to improve the

efficacy of therapeutic intervention techniques, improve the inter

personal affective communication skills for teachers, and generally

improve our ability to understand the behavior of our fellow man.

Harrison (1974) discussed the relative importance of the emotional

component of any interpersonal communicative interaction, stating that

the communication of content is greatly influenced by the nature of the

emotional messages exchanged on a nonverbal level, often without

awareness. Individuals whose professional duties require interpersonal

communication skills should potentially benefit from the explication of

the fundamental characteristics of various emotional messages. This

study was designed to demonstrate the means by which classical and

instrumental conditioning interact with happy and neutral facial

2



displays to result in empathic and envious emotional behaviors. The

classical and instrumental conditioning procedures described in Chapter

IV of this study were designed for this end.
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CHAPTER I

Review of Relevant Research

Emotional Facial Behavior

In 1872, Charles Darwin authored a book, The Expression of Emotions

in Man and Animals, which has only recently exerted significant influ

ence on the scientific investigation of emotion and the facial expression

of emotion in man. The single most important assertion contained in

that publication is that much of man's emotional behavior is the result

of evolutionary inheritance. While cultural learning was recognized as

an influencing factor, the foundation of emotion itself and the display

of emotion through facial behavior was seen to be biological in nature.

Contemporary reviews of research literature in this field (Ekman,

Friesen and Ellsworth, 1972; Ekman, 1973) have substantiated Darwin's

basic assertion and provided evidence to support the idea that the facial

behavior which is associated with emotj.on in man is species-constant and

is not totally dependent on cultural learning.

Cheva1ier-Sko1nikoff (1973) described the evolutionary development

of human emotional facial behavior in terms of neural development,

muscular development and functional development. She reviewed evidence

relating to the evolutionary development of the central nervous system

and noted the correlations between the absence or presence of components

of neural anatomy and the presence or absence of emotional facial

behaviors across species. Research cited indicated the hypothalamus is

the primary seat of emotional behavior, limiting that behavior to



stereotypic expression which may be altered or made more variable only

with the evolutionary development of cortical structures in the new

forebrain areas.

Facial expressions were also seen to be dependent on the evolu

tionary development of facial muscles. As one investigates organisms

from succeeding1y higher branches of the genetic ladder, Cheva1ier

Sko1nikoff (1973) pointed out that muscles associated with the acquisi

tion of sound decrease in size and complexity, and the muscles of the

middle face which allow facial expressions in primates become more

numerous and facile. Hjortsjo (1970), Ekman et al. (1.972), and Boucher

and Ekman (1973) all recognized the importance of facial musculature in

the expression of emotion. Hjortsjo (1970) noted that facial muscles

are ennervated by the seventh cranial nerve which has two origins. One

of these is in the cortex and allows for the conscious, willful control

of facial behavior. The other originates in the emotional centers of

the old forebrain wherein the hypothalamus is located. Much of

Hjortsjo's (1970) work is a detailed description of human facial anatomy.

Cheva1ier-Sko1nikoff (1973) stated that primitive primates, the

prosimians, have relatively few facial muscles and consequently have

only a few facial expressions while Ekman et a1. (1972) reported that

man has several thousand anatomically po~sib1e facial expressions. She

indicated that this muscular development is adaptive because it allows

for suckling, the chewing of food, and, for some social animals (the

primates), the communication of emotional states which are related to

the probable future behavior of the animal.
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Chevalier-Skolnikoff (1973) indicated that evolutionary inheri

tance appears to be a factor in the increasingly complex functions

fulfilled by facial displays of nonhuman and human primates. These

facial behaviors were seen as organizers of social interaction which

maintains group cohesian, maintains the dominance heirarchy within the

group, and communicates individual animal intentions. All of these

functions may have increased the ability to survive for those animals

which possessed such behavioral tendencies. Additionally, an animal

which displays a facial behavior indicating threat, instead of physically

attacking another animal may also increase his ability to survive.

That animal would thereby live and pass on the behavioral potential for

the employment of communication of emotional states to its progeny.

Among some species of monkeys, definite, identifiable facial cues have

been found to be associated with play, aggression, affinity, excitement

and submission. The evolutionary development which Chevalier-Skolnikoff

(1973) described included some clues to the nature of the relationship

between man's emotions and his facial behavior. Facial cues may have

a communicative function for human primates which has a biological

substrate.

Fantz's (1967) research in visual ability provided some evidence

supporting the theory of innate characteristics of facial display in

humans. This research was stimulated by the discovery that chicks,

newly-hatched in complete darkness, have a definite preference for

pecking at stimuli of a specific size and shape when placed in an

illuminated environment for the first time. One-eighth inch diameter

spherical objects were preferred over all other sizes and shapes by

6



these young chickens. Fantz (1967) concluded that young chicks have an

innate tendency which is adaptive for finding food. His research with

human infants provided evidence indicating that neonate humans prefer

complexly designed visual stimuli over brightly colored stimuli. The

preference for complexity did not increase with maturation when children

aged one week to 15 weeks were tested at weekly intervals. When infants

were given the opportunity to look at designs resembling a hlmmn face,

a visual stimulus with a scrambled face, and a control stimulus, infants

across all ages preferred to look at the human face stimulus. Fantz

(1967, page 314) stated, "It is ••• reasonable to suppose that the

early interest in (spherical) form and pattern in general, as well as

in particular kinds of (facial) patterns plays an important role in the

development of behavior by focusing attention on stimuli that will later

have adaptive significance". This finding, that young children

apparently have an innate preference to focus visual attention on a

human face, is compatible with the assertion that the human face has a

biologically determined ability to communicate emotional messages.

Funkenstein (1967) presented evidence emphasizing the innate,

physiological correlates of the emotion0l behaviors, anger, fear and

depression. He noted that anger and fear are associated with two

different physiological states. With anger, the individual's stomach

lining becomes red and there is an increase in hydrochloric acid

secretion, and an increase in the rhythmic contractions of the stomach.

With depressed or fearful individuals, the stomach lining is pale in

color and there is an increase in stomach movement and acid secretion.

Funkenstein (1967) followed these leads by administering the drug,
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mecholyl, which acts on the parasympathetic nervous system, to psychotic

patients who had high blood pressure. This drug acted on the elevated

blood pressure causing two different results. The psychotic patients

who typically exhibited angry behavior experienced a small drop in

blood pressure which returned to pre-injection levels in 3 to 8 minutes.

Patients who typically displayed depressed or fearful affect, experi

enced a marked drop in blood pressure which remained depressed for

about 25 minutes. These findings led the investigator to conclude that

the high blood pressure exhibited by angry psychotics on the one hand,

and by depressed and fearful patients on the other hand, might have

different sources. Subsequent investigation indicated that two hormones

produced by the adrenal gland were found to be responsible. Nor

adrenalin was found to be associated with anger, raising the individual's

blood pressure by increasing his heart rate. Adrenalin was found to be

associated with both depression and fear, causing elevated blood

pressure by constricting the blood vessels.

Funkenstein (1967) indicated that proportional amounts of adrenalin

and nor-adrenalin found in the adrenal glands of wild and domesticated

animals varied by species. Predatory animals such as the lion had high

concentrations of nor-adrenaline Rabbits, wild social animals and

domesticated animals were found to have proportionally greater concen

trations of adrenaline In man, the relative amounts of nor-adrenalin

varied with age. Children who have not been socialized to the same

degree as adults have had much higher concentrations of nor-adrenalin

than did adults. Funkenstein (1967) indicated there is a direct link

between this hormonal activity and the portion of the brain which so

8



greatly influences emotional behavio~ in animals, the hypothalamus.

Electrical stimulation of one part of the hypothalamus results in the

adrenal gland secreting adrenalin while stimulation of another part of

the hypothalamus causes nor-adrena1in to be secreted. Cheva1ier

Sko1nikoff"(1973) discussed the behavioral characteristics associated

with estrogen and testosterone, the female and male hormones, the

presence of which is determined by heredity. Threat, submission and

sexual cues all have been found to be related to hormone levels in

monkeys, supporting the idea that facial behavior has a hereditary

substrate.

Goodenough's (1932) earlier data provides additional evidence that

facial behavior is innate and related to emotion by demonstrating that

a blind child shows facial behavior similar to the facial behaviors of

normal children. Since the blind child had had no opportunity to

observe the facial behavior associated with emotion, there was no means

by which these behaviors could have been learned. Thompson (1941) found

that judges could reliably and accurately identify 11 categories of

emotional facial behavior posed by both blind and sighted children.

There were no significant differences in the accuracy of judgments for

the blind and sighted stimulus subjects.

Cross-cultural research in emotional expression led Ekman, Friesen,

and Tomkins (1972) and Boucher (1974) to conclude that many emotional

facial clues are pan-cultural. Even groups of isolated, pre1iterate

people having little contact with literate societies recognized

emotional states represented by posed facial photographs of American
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faces. This literature will be discussed in more detail in the

following section of the literature review.

Not all researchers have agreed on the importance of innate,

physiological determinants of human emotional behavior. Cannon (1929)

and Schachter and Singer (1962) are among these. Mandler (1962)

pointed out that many of the criticisms, particularly those voiced by

Cannon (1929), may be discounted because of the findings of recent

research. P1utchik and Ax (1967) describe five major criticisms of

Schachter and Singer's (1962) research from which they concluded that

the culturally determined social context is the primary factor deter

mining which emotion is subjectively experienced by humans. Boucher

and Ekman (1975) cited recent consistent evidence indicating that the

morphology of emotional facial behavior has an innate physiological

basis. The pan-cultural characteristics of emotional facial expression

and the identification of emotional states based on facial behavior

argue against Schachter and Singer's (1962) assertion that an

individual's subjective experience of an emotional state is the end

product of, first, general physiological arousal; second, the evaluation

of the social environment; and third, the application of an emotional

label. The social environment may be the primary stimulus complex

involved in labeling subjective emotional states under certain

circumstances, particularly when the internal physiological stimuli are

weak or conflicted, or when the social demands of the situation provide

stimuli more powerful than the internal physiological stimuli for the

elicitation of verbal labeling response hierarchies. Staats (1975)

provided the theoretical basis by which a specific verbal response

10



(such as an emotional label) may result from several different sti~~li

complexes, depending upon which stimulus complex is strongest. Later

in this review the importance of the social environmental influence will

be noted. However, the literature above provides strong evidence that

man's emotional behavior has a hereditary, biological basis and the

facial displays associated with man's emotional life is a part of that

biological substrate.

Evidence already mentioned (Cheva1ier-Sko1nikoff, 1973) has

indicated that facial cues have a social function among nonhuman primate

groups. There is much evidence suggesting that facial cues have similar

functions among humans. Ekman ~ a1. (1972) provided an extensive

review and critique of research findings and controversies in this area.

The question which has attracted the most attention is concerned with

the problem of whether the face accurately communicates information to

others. The preponderance of evidence suggests that man's facial

behavior does accurately convey information regarding 6 to 9 unique

emotional states. Cheva1ier-Sko1nikoff (1973) noted that nonhuman

primates also are capable of displaying about six different emotional

states with facial displays.

Gates (1923) used photographs of adults posing emotional states

with school children aged 3 to 14 years to determine if they could

differentiate among posed emotions and whether this ability varied with

age. While she noted some difficulties with the interpretations of the

verbal responses used to identify emotion by younger children, she

concluded that children can reliably identify posed emotions and that

the children demonstrated improved accuracy with increasing age.
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Gates (1923) also found that the children tested varied in their

ability to identify emotions depending on the emotional category shown.

That is, the order of difficulty for children to identify emotion was

(from the easiest to the most difficult): "laughter," "pain," "anger,"

"fear," "surprise," and "scorn." She found no difference in ability

based on sex.

Gates' (1923) findings were not substantiated by all other early

research in judgment of emotion based on facial cues. While some

studies had positive results, the work of Landis (1929) and Sherman

(1927) and others influenced many to believe that facial behavior was a

poor indicator of emotion and that facial behavior was culture-specific.

Birdwhistell (1970) and others followed this reasoning and subsequently

have added little to the field (Harrison, 1973).

Ekman et al. (1972) rejected the cultural learning stance because

of their own investigations and re-evaluated many of the early studies

based on explicit criteria for adequate control of confounding variables.

Using only these early experiments (see Ekman et al., 1972, pages 60

61), they consistently found evidence supporting the assertion that the

human face provides accurate information concerning emotion. In most

cases, the criterion for determining the accuracy of judgments of

emotion based on photographs of facial behavior was the emotion which

the posing individual intended to portray. And the emotional states

which appeared across all of the studies were happiness, surprise, fear,

sadness, anger and disgust/contempt or their semantic equivalents.

There was also small evidence supporting the idea that spontaneous

12



(nonposed) facial behavior accurately provided information regarding

emotionally eliciting contextual situations.

Vinacke (1949) and Vinacke and Fong (1255) provided evidence

supporting the assertion that facial behavior communicates emotional

information. In the earlier experiment, Chinese, Japanese and Hawaiian

subjects were all able to judge emotional states portrayed by Caucasian

faces. In the second experiment, 21 Caucasian and 28 Oriental faces

were taken from magazines. Two sets of stimulus-photographs were

prepared from these magazine illustrations: one set was devoid of all

contextual information, the other set contained contextual information

in addition to facial behavior. Caucasian, Chinese and Japanese

observers judged each photograph on the basis of the emotion portrayed

by the stimulus-person. The criterion for ascertaining the accuracy of

their judgments was the experimenter's judgment of probable emotion

displayed based on the verbal material accompanying each of the magazine

photographs from which the stimulus-photographs were derived. The

results of both experiments indicated that all experimental groups can

accurately identify emotional states based on facial cues, and that

contextual information increased the accuracy of the observer judgments.

There were no overall differences based on observer race or ethnic

origin. Females of all groups were slightly more accurate than males

were in their judgments. Ekman et al. (1972) cited two other research

articles reporting positive results using photographs of spontaneous

facial behavior stimuli. They were Munn (1940) and Hunawalt (1944).

Cross-cultural studies have also substantiated that accurate

judgments of emotion may be made using stimulus-photographs of faces

13



taken from cultures other than the cultures of the observers making the

judgments. Ekman (1972) reported the results of research in facial

behavior using native tribesmen of New Guinea who accurately identified

American faces posing happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise and

disgust. Boucher (1973) reported similar results with a group of

Temuan Orang As1i (indigenous people inhabiting the Malay Peninsula).

The Temuan and other Malaysian peoples accurately rated 25 photographs

of five different, male, American stimulus-persons posing six different

emotions. These photographs had previously been rated by American

college students as depicting only one specific emotion.

Boucher (1969) tested whether fear, sadness and pain are associated

with unique facial displays which can be reliably discriminated by

observers. Ninety-nine American and 40 Brazilian college students

rated 51 photographs displaying eight different emotional categories:

happiness, fear, surprise, disgust, contempt, sadness, anger and pain.

The results of this research led Boucher (1969, page 241) to conclude

that, " ••• there must be some unique information linguistically

associated with these three terms (sadness, fear and pain) and

correspondingly, there must also be unique cue properties for facial

behaviors which are associated with these linguistic conventions in a

similar fashion for most observers".

Lanzetta and K1eck (1970) conducted a judgment study in which 12

college males were unknowingly videotaped while participating in a

~eception experiment in which they received a number of electric shocks.

GSR measures were recorded simultaneously with the receipt of the

electric shock. Each shock trial was preceded by a red light and each

14



non-shock trial was preceded by a green light. Both lights were

visible to the subject but were not recorded by the videotape camera.

The covert videotaping of these sequences was designed to record the

spontaneous facial behavior of the subjects as they observed the signals

for the onset of the shock and the no-shock conditions. Subsequently,

the original 12 subjects plus 5 additional subjects were given the task

of using the videotaped facial cues to determine the onset of electric

shock trials. This procedure was designed to test three hypotheses:

(1) Subjects who provided facial cues which were reliably and

accurately interpreted by judges would themselves be effective judges

of emotional facial behaviors. Good encoders would be good decoders.

(2) Inaccurate interpreters of facial cues of other individuals

would also be poor interpreters of their own spontaneous emotional

facial behaviors.

(3) There would be a positive correlation between a stimulus

person's GSR during the shock/no-shock phase of the experiment and the

accuracy with which observers decode his facial cues.

The results were very mixed. No evidence was found correlating

the ability to decode the facial behavior of others and the subject's

own facial cues. Subjects who evidenced the highest GSR during the

first phase of the experiment subsequently were the poorest stimulus

persons; their facial behaviors were only rarely interpreted correctly.

However, these same subjects (the high GSR stimulus-persons) were the

most accurate judges of the facial behaviors of the other stimulus

persons. Lanzetta and Kleck (1970) interpreted these results to mean

that the stimulus-subjects who showed the highest GSR during the first
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phase of the experiment were those who had been previously taught to

inhibit their own emotional expression. Their heightened GSR was the

cumulative result of anxiety induced by shock and the conflict induced

by their suppression of their emotional response. Their earlier

learning had made them extremely sensitive to emotional display, hence,

they proved to be the best judges of emotional expression in others.

A related but different type of research in emotional facial

behavior is reported by Ekman, Friesen and Tomkins (1971). This

"component study!! was designed to test the validity of the Facial

Affect Scoring Technique, the basis for which was a careful analysis of

the facial morphology associated with happiness, sadness, fear, disgust/

contempt, surprise and anger. The Facial Affect Scoring Technique

(FAST) was designed to predict observers' judgments of emotion and to

provide an accurate description of the specific facial cues which

distinguish the expression of the six emotional categories listed above.

The technique was devised using facial photographs which multiple

observers had reliably judged to be expressions of a single emotion;

the facial components of "pure" emotional states were derived. The face

was divided into three areas and the emotional cues were described in

terms of wrinkles, and the tension and relaxation of facial features.

These identifying cues were prepared in photographic form instead of

verbal form. Three sets of partial-face photographs were selected as

the criteria for scoring the emotion displayed in each part of the

face: 8 photographs for the head/brows area, 17 photographs for the

eyes/eyelids area, and 45 photographs for the lower face area.
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The validity of FAST was investigated by giving 6 hours of

training to 3 different individuals who subsequently coded 51 selected

photographs of 28 different individuals posing "pure" (non-blend)

emotions. Eighty-two individuals were then asked to judge the 51 photo

graphs for emotional state on the basis of the whole face. The FAST

scores were found to accurately predict the observers' judgments for

44 of the 51 stimulus-photographs. Harrison (1973) reported FAST to be

a major breakthrough in nonverbal communication studies.

Another component study was reported by Boucher and Ekman (1975).

The hypothesis tested was that the facial area which provided the best

information regarding emotional state would vary with each emotion.

Two sets of stimulus-photographs were prepared. The first set was made

up of photographs showing only partial faces (either the brow/forehead

area, the eye/eyelids area or the lower face area). The second set was

prepared by making composite photographs, overlaying the partial faces

used in the first set over neutral faces of the same stimulus-persons.

Both sets of photographs depicted poses'of six different emotional

states. Thirty-two observers were required to rate each photograph in

terms of which emotion was displayed and the emotional intensity using

a semantic differential having the anchors "low intensit.y," "neutral"

and "high intensity." The results supported the hypothesis that the

facial area which gives the best information required for identification

of emotion varies from emotion to emotion.

Boucher (1974) referred to the theoretical foundation underlying

Ekman·and. Friesen's research as a "neuro-cu1tura1 theory of emotional

expression". The research already described in this section points to
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the appropriateness of including the prefix "neuro-" in the theory's

title. The cultural learning aspects of the theory were referred to by

Chevalier-Skolnikoff (1973) who indicated that there has been little

controlled research to investigate the influence of learning on the

affective communication of nonhuman primates. Much of what is known

about this subject is derived from naturalistic observation and anec

dotal information. Miller and his associates provided some findings

relevant to this topic.

Miller, Banks and Ogawa (1962) and Miller, Caul and Mirsky (1967)

provided evidence that rhesus monkeys employ facial cues to communicate

affect and that they can learn to use those cues to solve mutual

problems. Miller et al. used feral and isolate monkeys in an avoidance

conditioning situation. The isolate monkeys were rhesus monkeys who

had spent their first year of life in total isolation. (Harlow and

Harlow [1966] described the influence such isolation has on the

abnormal development of social, sexual and maternal behavior.) The

initial phase of the experiment was concluded by training both groups

of monkeys to avoid shock by pressing a lever under the discriminative

control of a lighted panel. Both groups of monkeys registered similar

increases in heart rate to the shock and both groups learned equally

well to perform the operant response to avoid electric shock.

In the second phase of the experiment, two monkeys were put in a

situation in which the first monkey was able to observe the signal

light, but it did not have a lever by which it could avoid the shock.

The second monkey had access to the lever, but it was not able to

observe the light panel which signaled impending shock. A television
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camera and receiver were arranged so that the facial behavior of the

first animal (which had visual access to the signal light) was trans

mitted to the video screen which was visible to the second monkey which

had access to the shock avoidance lever. In order for both animals to

avoid the aversive stimulus (they were wired in parallel), the first

animal had to react to the signal panel with facial behaviors which the

second animal could observe on the TV screen and interpret as a signal

for the onset of electric shock, and subsequently press the shock

avoidance lever within six seconds.

When normal monkeys served both roles in this experimental situa

tion, they avoided shock at levels significantly higher than expected

by chance. With isolate monkeys serving as the stimulus-monkey for a

normal monkey, their ability to avoid shock was greatly reduced.

Isolate monkeys were totally unable to avoid shock when they served as

the lever-response-subject. This evidence indicates that a year's

social deprivation drastically reduces a rhesus monkey's ability to

decode facial cues of other monkeys for communication purposes. Isolate

monkeys' ability to perform facial behaviors was also reduced, but not

to the same extent that their ability to interpret the facial cues of

other monkeys was reduced. Miller et al. (1967) noted that normal

monkeys frequently pressed the lever in a random manner when viewing

isolate monkeys that had visual access to the signal panel. They

hypothesized that that tendency may have been caused by constant,

fearful affect displayed by the isolate monkeys irregardless of whether

the signal light was off or on. Chevalier-Skolnikoff (1973) inter

preted the evidence derived from these "cooperative conditioning"
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studies to mean that facial communication of affect is subject to

social experience during a critical period, the first six to twelve

months of the monkey's life. She also noted that monkeys which have

been raised together avoid shock in cooperative conditioning situations

more often than do monkeys who are unfamiliar with each other. Fantz

(1967) also made reference to a critical period in his research with

children: "with respect to visual acquisition of information, early

visual sensory deprivation resulted in loss of visual acquity and

discriminatory skill in both animals and humans".

In Cheva1ier-Sko1nikoff's (1973) literature review, she indicated

that emotional behavior elicited by electrical stimulation of the brain

on nonhuman primates is influenced by the social context of the pro

cedure. Threat displays elicited by this method were modified in

accordance with the relative status (with respect to dominance in the

monkey troop) of the stimulated monkey and another, physically present

monkey. When the observer monkey was relatively low in dominance,

electrical stimulation of the subject-monkey's brain elicited dominant

threat cues. When the observer monkey was relatively high in status,

electric stimulation of the subject-monkey resulted in submissive

threat facial displays. She also noted that a facial display identified

as a "grimace" varies in meaning in that it elicits different types of

social behavior depending on the context in which it was used. When a

dominant monkey approaches a subordinate monkey and fails to display a

grimace, the subordinate monkey responds with crouching and other

fearful behavior. Subordinate monkeys also may elicit different

responses when approaching a dominant monkey by including or failing
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to include a grimace. This research with animals indicates that

experience and learning have a role in the facial expression of emotion

in the higher nonhuman primates.

Ekman et al. (1972), Boucher (1974) and Ekman (1973) all asserted

that social experience affects emotional facial behavior in humans.

Ekman et al. (1972, page 154) listed three ways that emotional behavior

may be influenced by social factors. They are:

(I) Culture determines which situations elicit a particular

emotion.

(2) Cultural learning determines the intensity of overt emotional

behavior that is socially acceptable for a given social context.

(3) Culture determines the mode by which a particular emotional

state may be expressed.

Ekman et al. (1972) stated that the cultures which do not allow certain

emotions to be freely expressed require the individual to learn facial

management techniques which serve to intensify, deintensify, neutralize

or mask the display of an existing emotion. The Lanzetta and Kleck

(1970) study which has already been described obtained results which

they explained by invoking the possibility that some of their subjects

had learned to inhibit the overt manifestation of their emotions. These

various manifestations of cultural display rules were seen as a major

cause of the erroneous belief held by some (Birdwhistell, 1970) that all

facial behavior is culturally learned. Ekman and Friesen (1972) and

Boucher (1974) provided evidence contradicting that view. Boucher

(1974) discussed another factor which may have confused the advocates

of the cultural-deterministic theorists. He stated that they may have
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mistaken facial behaviors which are gestures for emotional facial

behavior. Gestures were defined as culturally learned communication

behaviors which express non-emotional information. Ekman (1973) des

cribed several categories of gestures: illustrators, regulators and

emblems. There are two types of illustrators: batons which emphasize

a word or phrase, and pictographs which draw a picture of what is being

described. Regulatory gestures help the flow of social interaction by

indicating to the participants the order of speaking, the inclusion or

exclusion of others, termination of the conversation, etc. Emblems are

intentional communicative signs with widely shared meanings within a

culture. Ekman (1972) pointed out that two different types of behavior

may result from asking an individual to pose an emotion. On the one

hand, the individual may exhibit a simulated expression, a behavior

which he employs when he masks his real emotional state with a simulated

one. On the other hand, an individual posing an emotion may display an

emblematic expression of the emotion. Emblematic expressions of emotion

are exaggerated, stereotypic, culturally learned symbols used to

signify an emotion. They mayor may not include facial behaviors which

are congruent with true emotional facial cues.

It is evident that display rules must be identified and understood

in order to communicate effectively across cultures or subcultures.

Boucher (in preparation) is currently conducting research to determine

the social stimuli which elicit six different emotions and the display

rules influencing their manifestations among the Malaysians. Malaysian

subjects were shown photographs of a number of their countrymen posing

happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, anger and fear. They were then
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asked to compose short stories which described the social context

appropriate for the emotion displayed by each of the photographed

stimulus-persons. These stories are being content-analyzed to determine

classes of emotion-eliciting stimuli and the display rules which

influence the display of emotional facial behaviors of various Malay

sian people.

Boucher (1974) noted that knowledge of emotional facial behavior

(eliciting stimuli and display rules) are requisite communication skills

for the effective performance of many necessary functions performed in

our society. Teachers, parents, international diplomats and psycho

therapists all have a need to communicate with others who are members of

various peer, socio-economic, religious, political, ethnic and national

groups. An understanding of the facial behaviors and the functions

which they perform may help those individuals to achieve greater levels

of communicative effectiveness.

The research reviewed in this section supports a neuro-cu1tura1

theory of emotion and the facial expression of emotion. Emotional

facial behaviors are associated with specific emotional states. To

date, six (possibly seven) different emotional categories have been

accurately and reliably identified across a relatively large number of

cultural groups. Nonhuman primates have been shown to use facial

displays in a controlled laboratory setting to communicate. This

affective communication was used to solve a mutual problem by two

individual rhesus monkeys. Cultural learning influences human emotional

behavior by determining what class of stimuli elicits a particular

emotion and by defining the mode and intensity of display of any
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particular emotion. The specific mechanisms by which learning

influences emotional behavior will be discussed in the following two

sections of this literature.

Empathic Behavior

The preceding review of literature on emotional facial behavior

established that facial cues are meaningful stimuli in a social environ

ment for both nonhuman and human primates. Facial behavior communicates

affect. The purpose of this section is to discuss the literature

describing the interaction of nonverbal and contextual stimuli with

classical and instrumental conditioning to produce a particular class

of behavior. That class of behavior, empathy and contrast empathy, is

seen by some (Rogers, 1959; Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967) as a very

important factor determining the nature of interpersonal relationships

in humans. The research projects reported herein attempted to demon

strate that emotional facial behaviors may function as the social

stimuli which elicit empathic behaviors commonly called empathy and

envy.

Stotland, Sherman and Shaver (1971) defined empathy as an ".

observer's reacting emotionally because he perceives that another

person is experiencing or about to experience an emotion". Two types

of empathy were differentiated. Empathy or simple empathy were the

labels applied to the observer's emotional response when that response

was the same as the perceived emotion of the other person (the per

former). The label contrast empathy was applied to the observer's

emotional responses when they were the opposite or not congruent with

the perceived emotions of the performer. Empathic behavior was also
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differentiated in terms of the intensity of the observer's emotional

response. Stot1and ~t ~1. (1971) also noted that situational and

personal factors may influence empathic behavior.

Berger (1962) defined three classes of empathic behavior: empathy,

envy and sadism. He theorized that the performer's verbal and nonverbal

emotional behavior and the social context constitute parts of a stimulus

complex which functions as an unconditioned stimulus (UCS). That is,

the emotional behavior of another person, the performer, may elicit an

emotional response from an observer in much the same fashion that a

primary reinforcer such as food or electric shock elicits an emotional

response from an individual. Research already reported in Section I

indicated that facial cues are innately tied to specific emotional

states and are recognized across cultures. These findings are con

cordant with Berger's (1962) view that emotional behaviors such as

emotional facial behaviors may function as unconditioned stimuli.

Another component of the UCS complex was the observer's cognitive

inference of the performer's emotional state.

Berger (1962) used the label, vicarious instigation, to identify

the process whereby person A experiences an emotion as the result of

observing person B experience an emotion. It is the perceived emotion

in person B which calls forth an emotion in person A and not the stimuli

which caused person B's emotional reaction. Hence the descriptive

adjective, "vicarious," is appropriate. The inference of the other

person's emotional state may function to vicariously instigate an

emotion within the observer irregardless of whether the inference is

accurate or not. All that is necessary is that an observer perceive
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that another person (the performer) is experiencing an emotion. Berger

(1962) noted that the observer's inference of the performer's emotional

state and the direct effect of the performer's emotional cues on the

observer are both important components of the UCS, but both are often

not necessary to elicit an emotion in an observer.

Berger (1962) also pointed out that research into empathic behavior

requires controls for pseudovicarious instigation. Pseudovicarious

instigation may result from three situations. In the first case, the

observer may react emotionally to the performers overt behavior per se,

and not to the inferred emotional state of the performer. In the

second case, the observer may react emotionally to the performer's

social/physical context with no regard to the performer's emotional

state. The third type of pseudovicarious instigation which must be

controlled for is the observer's emotion which is elicited because he

perceives from the performer's behavior that he (the observer) will be

the next recipient of the contextual stimuli which elicited the

performer's emotional response in the first place.

Berger (1962, page 452) presented a chart which is shown in

modified form in Figure 1 below. Figure 1 shows the valences of

emotions in both the observer and the performer which distinguished

empathy, envy and sadism. Cases I and IV represent empathy which

exists when the performer's emotional state, be it positive or negative,

elicits a congruent emotional state in the observer. Case II represents

envy: the situation obtained when the performer displays positive

emotional cues and the observer subsequently experiences negative

emotion. For sadism to occur (Case III), the observer experiences
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Empathy and Contrast Empathy

(Combinations of Emotional Responses for Performer and Observer)

Case

I

II

III

IV

Performer's Emotional
Response

+

+

Observer's Emotional
Response

+

+

Figure 1
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positive emotion in response to the perceived negative emotion of the

performer. Emotional responses which have been vicariously instigated

in this manner may be classically conditioned to some neutral stimulus.

Berger (1962) indicated that such vicariously instigated emotions may

also serve as reinforcers in the instrumental conditioning paradigm.

That is, instrumental responses performed by an observer which elicit

emotional states in another person may vicariously instigate emotional

responses in the observer which in turn serve to reinforce the observer's

instrumental behavior.

Berger (1962) conducted three experiments to test whether vicari

ously instigated emotional responses could be classically conditioned

to a conditioned stimulus (CS). The three experiments differed

primarily in the number and types of procedures used to control for

pseudovicarious instigation. In each case the observer-subject watched

another person who supposedly received an electric shock to his arm,

but the observer-subjects were deceived as to the real purpose of the

investigation. the onset of "shock" delivered to the performer was

signaled to the observer by the simultaneous activation of an electric

light which was supposedly wired in parallel to the shock terminal,

and the jerking of the performer's arm. Except for the rapid with

drawal of his arm from the shock terminal, the performer displayed no

other emotional behavior. A buzzer which was activated a few seconds

prior to the onset of each "electric shock" served as the CS. The

independent variable was GSR.

The results of the three experiments showed that emotion may be

vicariously instigated and that the resulting emotional response may be
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conditioned to a CS. Berger (1962) presumed that instigation and

conditioning would have been heightened if the performer had added

emotional behavior in addition to jerking his arm to give greater

evidence of pain. He avoided identifying the nature of the vicariously

instigated response as empathy, however. There was no way to determine

if the observer's galvanic skin response (GSR) was indicative of

positive or negative emotion. The vicariously instigated response

may have constituted either envy, empathy or sadism. He also noted

that GSR occurred less frequently as conditioning progressed, indicating

that the subjects may have adapted to the stimuli presented by the

performer as he supposedly received shock. Another possible explanation

was that the subjects attended less to the performer as he was being

"shocked" because they found that it was aversive to them; they looked

the other way. Consequently, later trials had little effect with

respect to conditioning for them.

Haner and Whitney (1965) also used shock administered to another

person to vicariously instigate GSR responses in observer-subjects.

Using the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, they identified high and low

anxiety subjects and found that high anxiety subjects were more likely

to vicariously instigate an emotional response and they were more

easily conditioned to respond to a CS.

Aronfreed's (1968) research offered evidence which apparently

confirmed Berger's (1968) assertion that vicariously instigated

emotional responses may serve to reinforce instrumental responses.

Two experiments were conducted with children in which vicariously

instigated emotional responses appeared to have served as positive
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reinforcers in one case and as negative reinforcers in the second case.

In the first experiment, three groups of six- to eight-year-old girls

were given the choice of pressing either of two levers during the

training sessions. Pressing one lever resulted in a candy reward 60

percent of the time and pressing the other lever resulted in the

illumination of a red light 60 percent of the time. The task of all

subjects was to predict when the red light would go on. For the

experimental groups (there were one experimental group and two control

groups), every time the red light went on the experimenter would display

facial and postural behaviors appropriate for the emotion of joy, and

was very affectionate towards the subject. In the first control con

dition, the experimenter's joyful behavior was again elicited by the

red light, but there was no positive attention directed to the subject.

In the second control condition, the experimenter did not display signs

of joy, but did behave in an affectionate manner towards the subject

each time the red light came on. In the test condition, the light

was no longer visible to the subject. The child was given the choice

of pressing either lever and the experimenter displayed joyous behaviors

each time the light went on, but otherwise ignored the subject. The

results demonstrated that the children in the experimental group would

respond with the behavior which resulted in the experimenter's joyous

responses, indicating that those responses had come to serve as rein

forcers for the subjects' instrumental behavior. Control subjects who

had not had the experimenter's joyous behavior paired with positive

interpersonal attention failed to increase the frequency of their

target instrumental responses, however.
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In Aronfreed's (1968) second experiment, the classical conditioning

paradigm was used to train negative empathic responses. In the training

phase, the experimenter's expressions of negative affect (CS) preceded

a painful noise (UCS) by three seconds. In the second part of the

training phase, the children in the experimental group were shown that

they could turn off the painful noise by pressing a lever. During the

test phase, another child who wore earphones showed signs of distress

and the experimental subjects were given the opportunity to terminate

the distress by pressing the previously introduced lever. Two control

groups experienced essentially the same procedure except that for one

control group, the temporal relationship between the subject's pain and

the experimenter's display of painful affect was random. For the other

control group, the noise terminated by pressing the lever during the

training phase was not painful noise. The results demonstrated that

the experimental subjects behaved in a more empathic manner. When

negative affective behaviors of a performer has previously been

associated with pain, a child will respond to terminate the performer's

painful experience. It is noted that the results of these two experi

ments indicate that facial cues have the ability to elicit empathic

behavior after those cues have been associated with specific social

experience.

Sutker (1969) tested whether sociopaths could learn to emit an

emotional response through vicarious instigation by having them watch

electric shock being delivered to another person and whether the

vicariously instigated emotional response could be classically con

ditioned to a CS. During each trial, a series of numbers (one through
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seven) were verbally presented to both the sociopath-subject and the

model (the experimenter's confederate). Immediately after the number

"4" was presented, the model received a mild shock signaling him to

jerk his arm and display facial expressions of pain. Galvanic skin

responses of the sociopath-subjects showed that they experienced

heightened physiological activity during the apparent presentation of

the shock. Subsequently, during the test phase, the number "4"

elicited a GSR, showing that the GSR had been conditioned to the CS.

Once again, as in the case with the Berger (1962) study, it could not

be determined if the GSR was a manifestation of empathy or contrast

empathy.

In each of these experiments, it was shown that physiological

correlates of emotion may be elicited through vicarious instigation and

the resulting emotion may be classically conditioned to a previously

neutral stimulus. Classical conditioning appeared to be one learning

mechanism by which empathic and contrast empathic behaviors are learned.

Stotland et ~!. (1971) indicated that vicariously instigated emotional

responses may influence instrumental responses. He noted that empathy

may lead to either altruistic behavior or the avoidance of others.

Negative emotion in others may cause an individual to offer aid to

reduce their suffering and thereby escape the vicariously instigated

emotions within himself. Or, he may avoid unhappy others completely

and, in that way, avoid the vicariously instigated emotions within

himself. Stot1and et a1. (1971) noted that these presumptions have not

been investigated to date.
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The research described in this section offered evidence that the

emotional states of others may elicit emotional responses in an observer

even though the observer does not have direct experience with the

emotion-arousing stimuli affecting the other individual. The facial

behaviors apparently serve as important cues to the observer for the

elicitation of emotional responses within an observer. Emotional

responses vicariously instigated in this fashion were shown to be

subject to the principles of classical conditioning and several

researchers indicated that those same emotional responses may serve as

reinforcers for operant behaviors. The research discussed in the first

section of this literature review indicated that facial cues do

communicate affective states. It seems feasible that facial cues may

serve as potent stimuli in the production of vicariously instigated

emotional responses. And, if that is true, emotional facial behavior

may be the necessary unconditioned stimuli that elicit empathic,

envious and sadistic behaviors in humans. In the next section, a

learning theory which integrates classical and instrumental conditioning

will be discussed. Two research methodologies which offer the means of

investigating the instrumental functions of empathy and envy will be

discussed.

The Theory of Social Behaviorism

Staats (1968, 1970) formulated a two-factor theory of learning to

describe the mechanisms by which complex human behavior is acquired and

how it functions. The theory describes physical and social stimuli in

terms of three different functions: the Attitudinal function, the
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Reinforcing function, and the Qiscriminative function--the A-R-D

system. Classical conditioning is the mean by which stimuli acquire

their attitudinal properties. Neutral physical and social stimuli may

serve as conditioned stimuli and be paired with unconditioned stimuli

which have the power to elicit positive or negative emotional responses.

Conditioned stimuli which have acquired the power to elicit emotional

responses may pass that potential to still other neutral stimuli through

higher conditioning. Staats (1968, 1970) indicated that verbal condi

tioning is the means by which infinitely large numbers of attitudinal

stimuli are formed. He claimed that, ". the study of attitudes-

formation, change and function--in its broad context is the study of

human motivation". The motivational properties of attitudinal stimuli

are realized because they have the ability to elicit positive and

negative emotional responses. These positive emotional responses serve

as positive reinforcers for instrumental behaviors. Negative atti

tudinal stimuli will function as negative reinforcers in the same

manner. Staats (1970) also indicated that classical conditioning may

be accomplished while instrumental conditioning is occurring. That is,

a discriminative stimulus which controls instrumental behaviors is

automatically paired in a classical conditioning paradigm with the

reinforcer which is contingent to the behaviors. The discriminative

stimulus thereby acquires the attitudinal properties of the reinforcer.

Finally, attitudinal stimuli will come to serve as discriminative

stimuli controlling approach and avoidance behaviors.

Staats (1968) noted that both implicit and overt verbal responses

may come under the control of internal, physiological responses. For
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instance, a young child experiences pain because of intestinal cramps

and complains to his mother, indicating that his abdominal region hurts.

The mother tells the child that he has a stomachache. The child repeats

the word, "stomachache," and the mother then administers comfort,

medicine, etc., reinforcing the child to use the label "stomachache"

in the presence of the abdominal pain stimuli. In this process,

negative emotional responses were conditioned to the word "stomachache."

Subsequently, the word "stomachache" has the ability to elicit a frac-

tion of the negative emotional response which was formerly elicited by

the physiological pain stimulus itself. The stomachache label would

also come to serve as a discriminative stimulus controlling verbal

behaviors such as, "Love me, mommy.", or, "I don't want to go to school

because my stomachache hurts." Finally~ the word "stomachache" could

serve as a negative reinforcer as in the case when the mother warns

the child to not eat too many cookies or he will have a stomachache.

Internal emotional cues may then serve as discriminate stimuli con-

trolling large classes of verbal and nonverbal positive and negative

responses.

Staats (1970) related that the A-R-D systems will vary across

cultures. Attitudinal stimuli of various socioeconomic, ethnic and

national groups will differ to the extent their learning histories

vary. Deviant groups may be seen as groups having deviant or inadequate

A-R-D systems. This idea is in agreement with the assertion made by

Ekman et al. (1972) and Boucher (1974) that different types of social--
stimuli become associated with different emotional states in different

cultures. Staats (1970, page 129) also observed that attitudinal
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stimuli will be used as reinforcers in accordance with culturally

determined "rules of application." He stated, "Independently of what

attitudinal stimuli serve as reinforcers for a particular group or

culture, there can be differences between groups in the rules by which

the reinforcers are applied."

Staats and Staats (1957) demonstrated that English language words

serving as an UCS in a classical conditioning model may transfer their

power to elicit emotional meaning to a neutral stimulus. Six nonsense

syllables served as conditioned stimuli for two groups of subjects.

In group I the syllable XEH was followed by English words having

negative evaluative meaning and YOF was paired with words having

positive evaluative meaning. Group II had the opposite pairings. The

remaining nonsense syllables were paired with words having neutral

emotional meaning. In the second phase of the experiment, the subjects

were asked to rate each of the nonsense syllables on a seven-point

scale having "pleasant" and "unpleasant" anchors. The results indi

cated that words having evaluative meaning may transfer their meaning

to neutral stimuli.

Staats and Staats (1958) conducted a similar experiment using

names of national groups (Dutch, German) as conditioned stimuli and

words rated for positive and negative emotional meaning as unconditioned

stimuli. They were able to condition definite positive or negative

attitudes to the national labels by classical conditioning.

Early (1968) used a similar technique to change school children's

attitudes towards their isolate school peers. An isolate was defined
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as a child who was rarely chosen as a playmate by other children. She

based her study on three assumptions:

(1) Individual children may serve as stimuli who may elicit

attitudinal responses in others.

(2) A person's name may elicit the whole stimulus pattern in

another person's memory.

(3) Individuals within a group have acquired a stimulus value for

other members of the group.

After identifying children within the classroom setting who were

rarely chosen by their classmates for interpersonal activity, she

paired the names of the isolate children with words which children had

previously rated for positive evaluative meaning. Names of non

isolates were paired with neutral words. A control group received the

same names, both isolate and non-isolate names, all paired with neutral

unconditioned stimuli. After the criterion for conditioning had been

achieved, Early noted that the experimental subjects approached the

isolate children with significantly greater frequency. There was no

change in approach behavior for the control subjects.

Yavuz and Bousfield (1959) achieved positive results in a

deception technique which purported to be an effort to teach Turkish

vocabulary words. Turkish words were paired with English words having

emotional meaning which the subject believed to be accurate translations

of the Turkish words. One week after the conditioning had been com

pleted, the subjects were given a "vocabulary test" to determine how

many of the English translations could be recalled. The subjects were

also asked to rate each of the Turkish words on a scale having positive
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and negative poles. They were required to rate all the Turkish words,

even those words for which they could not recall the English trans

lations. The results indicated that the Turkish words had acquired

the ability to elicit the expected emotional response in accordance

with the principles of classical conditioning.

Page (1969) criticized Staats' classical conditioning experiments

claiming that positive results were obtained because the experimental

subjects were biased because they were aware of the contingency between

the unconditioned stimuli and the conditioned stimuli. And, also, he

believed the subjects were influenced by the demand characteristics of

the experimental procedure. That is, the subjects saw through the

deception used to hide the real purpose of Staats' procedure, and then

conformed to provide the results which were sought by the investigator.

Page (1969) claimed that the bimodal distribution of conditioning

results often obtained in these experiments is the result of awareness;

those who are maximally "conditioned" are the subjects who become aware

during the conditioning procedure. Page (1969) replicated Staats'

verbal conditioning procedure, adding several measures to test for

awareness and the point in time during the conditioning during which

awareness occurred. He obtained results which appeared to support his

view.

Staats (1969) responded with different interpretations of Page's

(1969) criticism. He claimed that the bimodal distribution of con

ditioning scores results from different degrees of attention which the

subjects direct to the es and the ues during conditioning. Some subjects

become bored or employ mnemonic devices to learn the word lists and
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fail to become conditioned. Other subjects attend to the stimuli and

become maximally conditioned. Staats (1969) noted that the question

naire used by Page (1969) to determine contingency and demand awareness

had great demand characteristics itself which would first lead a

subject to suspect that the experimental procedure had some ulterior

purpose and then lead the subject to understand the nature of that

purpose. However, the most telling argument put forth by Staats (1969)

were the results of Early's (1968) and Yavuz and Bousfield's (1963)

studies already described in this review. In the first case, children

actually changed their behavior toward the isolate children which is

not a likely result if awareness was the cause of conditioning. In

the second experiment, the deception procedure allowed for an overt

determination of the effects of contingency awareness. The subjects

were often unable to recall the correct English translations, but they

still rated the evaluative meaning of the Turkish words in the manner

expected if conditioning had in fact occurred.

Finley and Staats (1967) tested the possibility that words may

serve as reinforcers for the instrumental conditioning of motor

behaviors. Forty-six sixth grade children rated 215 words on a seven

point semantic differential scale having the anchors "very pleasant"

and "very unpleasant." From these rated words, three groups of words

were selected having positive evaluative meaning (mean rating = 1.72),

negative evaluative meaning (mean rating = 6.08), and neutral evaluative

meaning (mean rating = 3.86). For the second stage of the experiment,

a conditioning apparatus consisting of a white signal light mounted

on a vertical panel and a smaller mobile panel having right and left
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buttons was used. The two buttons on the control panel were both

wired to the white signal light so that they could be pressed to turn

that light off. Thirty-six sixth grade subjects were individually

given th£:: control panel to hold on their laps and instructed to watch

for the white light to come on. When the light came on they were

supposed to turn it off by pressing either the right button or the left

button provided on the control panel. Each left button press was

followed by the experimenter speaking in a monotone voice a single word

from one of the three evaluative word lists. Right button presses

turned off the light also, but were not followed by an evaluative word.

The second group of students were divided into three experimental

groups, one group for each of the three reinforcer conditions. Using

the frequency of left button-pressing as the independent variable, the

results showed that words rated as having positive meaning increase or

positively reinforce instrumental behavior. Negative evaluative words

decreased the frequency of the target response, and the neutral words

had an intermediate effect.

Shapiro and Carlson (in preparation) briefly reviewed the problem

of awareness in instrumental conditioning and reported results indicating

that the latency of the subjects' responses is a valid, non-reactive

measure of contingency awareness j.n the instrumental conditioning

paradigm. They noted sudden, significant decreases in elapsed time

between the presentation of a discriminative stimulus and the onset of

a subject's instrumental response during a verbal conditioning experi

ment only for those subjects whose responses showed evidence of con

ditioning. Those rapid decreases in subject response latencies were
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significantly associated with the points in time during which the

"conditioned ll subjects subsequently claimed they became aware of the

stimuli contingencies on a postconditioning questionnaire. Although

this study offered little additional support for either side of the

aware-unaware verbal conditioning controversy, it did suggest a valid

means of obtaining a non-reactive measure of awareness when it does

occur. This technique was, therefore, incorporated into the instru

mental portions of the research reported in this dissertation.

This last section of the literature review provides the framework

with which the findings of the first two sections may be integrated

into a complementary whole. Emotional facial cues have an innate

ability to serve as attitudinal stimuli. As such, they may function

as unconditioned stimuli which have the power to elicit emotional

responses in those who observe the facial cues. Additionally, it is

believed that facial cues may function as discriminative stimuli and

as reinforcing stimuli in much the same manner as words function.

Staats and Staats (1957, 1958) and Finley and Staats (1967) provided

conditioning techniques which are believed to be adequate to produce

the emotional conditions described by Berger (1962) as empathy and

envy.
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CHAPTER II

Research Goals

Rationale

This research was conducted to provide experimental evidence

regarding a particular aspect of complex human interaction. Empathic

and envious emotional responses are believed to be important mediators

in interpersonal behaviors. Affective facial cues are believed to have

a direct reinforcing function in those interactions. Ekman, Friesen

and Ellsworth (1972), Berger (1962), and Staats (1968, 1970) provided

the theoretical foundations explaining the formation of these behavioral

repertoires and discussed some empirical research supporting their

theories. Staats (1970) stressed the need for research aimed at the

discovery of the discriminative and reinforcing stimuli which apparently

have such great influence over human social behavior. Two separate

experiments were conducted to attain these ends. The first experiment

involved first a classical conditioning procedure followed by an

instrumental technique. Because the data collected during the first

experiment failed to answer several important questions, the second

experiment was conducted. That experiment employed the classical

conditioning procedure mentioned above without the subsequent instru

mental phase.

Hypotheses

The specific hypotheses tested in this research were:

1. Positive Empathy Condition. Happy emotional facial cues of



stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a positive attitude serve

as positive reinforcers for an instrumental task.

2. Positive Attitude Condition. Neutral emotional facial cues

of stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a positive attitude

serve as positive reinforcers for an instrumental task.

3. Contrast Empathy Condition,~. Happy emotional facial cues

of stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a negative attitude

serve as negative reinforcers for an instrumental task.

4. Negative Attitude Condition. Neutral emotional facial cues of

stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a negative attitude serve

as negative reinforcers for an instrumental task.

5. HapPY Affect Condition. Happy emotional facial cues of

stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a neutral attitude serve as

positive reinforcers for an instrumental task.

6. Neutral Attitude Condition. Neutral emotional facial cues of

stimulus-persons towards whom a subject has a neutral attitude serve

as intermediate reinforcers for an instrumental task.

7. Differential Reinforcing Properties. The reinforcing proper

ties associated with each of the experimental conditions listed in the

above paragraphs will have differential effects on an instrumental

behavior. The reinforcing properties will vary in accordance with the

listing shown below. It is expected that the first condition listed

will have the most powerful positive reinforcing properties, and the

last condition listed will have the most powerful negative reinforcing

properties. Intermediately listed conditions will have an intermediate

effect.
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a. Positive Empathy Condition

b. Happy Affect Condition

c. Positive Attitude Condition

d. Neutral Attitude Condition

e. Negative Attitude Condition

f. Contrast Empathy Condition, Envy
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CHAPTER III

Method

Experiment I

Experiment I involved a classical conditioning procedure, an

instrumental conditioning procedure, an awareness questionnaire, and,

finally, a measure of classical conditioning. Procedural details are

given below.

Subjects

Ninety students were drawn at random from the fourth, fifth and

sixth grades of Kailua Elementary School located in Kailua, Hawaii, a

residential area located approximately eight miles from metropolitan

Honolulu, Hawaii. Figure 2 provides a numerical designation for each

of the experimental groups to which these subjects were assigned and

designates the nature of the classical and instrumental conditioning

which each group of subjects experienced.

Facial Affect Stimuli

Photographs of two different sets of individuals were prepared to

be used as stimuli. Five of these individuals, hereafter called

stimulus-persons, were photographed while simulating happy emotional

fa~ial cues and neutral facial cues. These photographs were prepared

to be used as conditioned stimuli (CS) during the classical conditioning

phase of Experiment I and as reinforcers during the subsequent instru

mental conditioning phase. The remaining six individuals, hereafter



Organization of Subjects for

Classical and Instrumental Conditioning

Group 1-1

(Positive Empathy Condition)
(15 subjects)

Positive Classical Conditioning

Happy facial cues as
instrumental reinforcers

Group 2-1

(Contrast Empathy Condition, Envy)
(15 subj ec ts)

Negative Classical Conditioning

Happy facial cues as
instrumental reinforcers

Group 3-1

(Happy Affect Condition)
(15 subjects)

Neutral Classical Conditioning

Happy facial cues as
instrumental reinforcers

Group 1-2

(Positive Attitude Condition)
(15.subjects)

Positive Classical Conditioning

Neutral facial cues
as instrumental reinforcers

Group 2-2

(Negative Attitude Condition)
(15 subjects)

Negative Classical Conditioning

Neutral facial cues
as instrumental reinforcers

Group 3-2

(Neutral Attitude Condition)
(15 subjects)

Neutral Classical Conditioning

Neutral facial cues
as instrumental reinforcers

Figure 2
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called deception-persons, were photographed simulating neutral facial

cues only, and were used to deceive the experimental subjects as to the

true nature of the experiment. Appendix A gives the sex and ethnic!

national origin of each stimulus-person and deception-person. Appendix

A also provides a summary rating of each stimulus photograph in terms

of which emotional label best describes the emotion being displayed in

the photograph. These ratings were assigned by twenty-eight adult

individuals enrolled in evening psychology and anthropology courses at

Chaminade College of Honolulu and the University of Hawaii.

Attitudinal Word Stimuli

Two hundred and fifteen words drawn from Finley (1964) were rated

on a seven-point scale having the anchors, "l really, really like,"

and "I really, really don't like," by fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students enrolled at Kaneohe Elementary School. The community of

Kaneohe, Hawaii, is adjacent to Kailua, the community mentioned above.

Appendix B gives the mean rating for each word selected. These words

were used as positive, negative, or neutral unconditioned stimuli (UCS)

during the classical conditioning phase of Experiment I.

Conditioning Apparatus

The conditioning apparatus is illustrated in Figure 3. The pro

jection box was a light, plywood box with a trapezoidal base having an

eight-inch by twelve-inch translucent screen mounted in one end, directly

opposite two small apertures located on the opposite side of the box.

Two Kodak Carousel slide projectors were positioned one on top of the

other with their lenses inserted into the projection box through the
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apertures. A blue signal light was mounted on the front of the pro

jection box above the translucent screen so that it was visible to the

subject. An electric control panel which had a button for turning on

the blue signal light and simultaneously activating an electric timer

was located near the slide projectors so that it could be easily

controlled by the experimenter. A response panel with a right button

and a left button was circuited so that either button would turn off

the blue signal light, deactivate the electric timer, and activate the

appropriate slide projector. The experimenter ascertained whether the

subject had pressed either the right or left button by observing which

of the two slide projectors cycled forward and projected a reinforcing

stimulus into the projection box. A lightweight wood frame and drapery

partition obscured all of the conditioning apparatus save the translucent

screen and the blue signal light from the subject.

Classical Conditioning Phase

The experimenter (E) went to each subject's (S) class and escorted

him to the empty classroom which was used throughout the experiment as

the laboratory. After a few minutes of introductory conversation, the

E instructed the S to take a seat in front of the conditioning apparatus.

The signal light, response panel and timer were disconnected during

this phase of the experiment. The E then read standard instructions to

the S. (See Appendix C.) The E then moved behind the drapery partition

and initiated the classical conditioning procedure. Eighty-seven slides

depicting posed neutral facial cues were then randomly projected onto

the screen of the projection box. Approximately one second after each
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slide, the conditioned stimulus (CS), was projected the E said a word,

the unconditioned stimulus (UCS), taken from an appropriate list of

words rated in terms of positive, negative or neutral emotional meaning.

(Refer to Appendices A and B.) Appendix D gives the organization of the

CS-UCS pairings for each of the six experimental groups. Immediately

after completion of the classical conditioning procedure, the S was

asked two questions pertaining to his experience. These questions were

included in the classical conditioning phase to deceive the S as to the

true purpose of the experiment.

Instrumental Conditioning Phase

Immediately after completion of the classical conditioning phase,

the S was given the instructions for instrumental conditioning. (See

Appendix E.) The S experienced 66 instrumental learning trials during

this phase with each trial initiated by the onset of the blue signal

light. Activation of the blue signal light (the discriminative stimulus

controlling the S's instrumental button-pressing responses) started

the electric timer. The timer measured the time interval between the

onset of the discriminative stimulus and the SIS button-pressing

response which terminated each individual trial. This latency measure

was included in the instrumental conditioning procedure as a non

reactive measure of contingency awareness or "conditioning" through

awareness. Each time the E turned on the blue signal light, the S

turned it off by pressing either the left or right buttons located on

the response panel located on the table directly in front of him.

Right or left button-pressing responses were the instrumental behaviors
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constituting the dependent variable for this experiment. Whether the

right or left button-pressing response was used as the target response

was determined on a random basis for each S. In addition to turning off

the blue signal light and stopping the electric timer, the S's button

pressing responses activated the appropriate slide projector which

projected a visual reinforcer upon the screen of the projection box.

The target button-pressing response resulted in the visual presentation

of one of the stimulus-persons towards whom an attitude had already

been conditioned 76 percent of the time and a deception-person 24 percent

of the time. Pressing the opposite button resulted in the visual

presentation of the deception-persons displaying neutral facial cues

100 percent of the time. In every case, a slide was projected on the

screen for approximately five seconds, the length of time it took the

E to record the response latency and whether the S had emitted the

target response. By observing which slide projector cycled forward,

the E determined which button the S had pressed to terminate each trial.

Each S experienced 66 instrumental conditioning trials, eleven

groups of six trials each. The first block of six trials were not

reinforced and constituted the operant level measure for the dependent

variable. Figure 4 gives the organization of the reinforcers employed

for the target response for each of the six experimental groups. This

figure is correctly organized only for those trials having left button

pressing responses serving as the target response. The sequence of the

individual slides used as reinforcers were randomly varied for each

block of conditioning trials. Upon completion of the instrumental
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Organization of Instrumental Reinforcers by Subject Group

Group 1-1
Positive Empathy Condition

Group 1-2
Positive Attitude Condition

Left Button Response

5 positive stimulus
persons with happy
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Left Button Response

5 positive stimulus
persons with neutral
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Group 2-1
Contrast Empathy Condition, Envy

Group 2-2
Negative Attitude Condition

Left Button Response
\J1 5 . ·1
N negatlve st1mU us-

persons with happy
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Left Button Response

5 negative stimulus
persons with neutral
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Group 3-1
Happy Affect Condition

Group 3-2
Neutral Attitude Condition

Left Button Response

5 neutral stimulus
persons with happy
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Left Button Response

5 neutral stimulus
persons with neutral
poses (50 slides)

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(16 slides)

Right Button Response

6 deception-persons
with neutral poses
(66 slides)

Figure 4



conditioning procedure, the E asked the S to resp~nd to two questions

to maintain the deception used to hide the true nature of the experiment.

Awareness Questionnaire

Upon completion of the instrumental conditioning phase of the

experiment, each S was asked to respond to the Awareness Questionnaire

shown in Appendix F. Because the initial pilot study revealed that some

of the Ss had very poor reading skills, it was necessary for the E to

read each question and record verbatim the S's responses.

Measure of Classical Conditioning

The Measure of Classical Conditioning (Appendix G) was administered

to each S to determine the extent of attitudinal conditioning achieved

during the classical conditioning phase of the experiment. It was

recognized that this measure would be confounded by the effects of the

instrumental conditioning which preceded the administration of the

Measure of Classical Conditioning. To have used this measure earlier,

however, would have increased the possibility that the Ss would have

become aware of the stimulus contingencies used during the classical

and instrumental phases of the experiment. The procedure required the

S to rate each of eleven photographic prints of the five stimulus

persons and the six deception-persons on a seven-point scale having the

anchors, "I really, really like," and, "I really, really don't like."

The person portrayed in each of these photographs displayed neutral

facial cues.
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Experiment II

Experiment II was basically a replication of the classical con

ditioning phase of Experiment I. It was started following the completion

of data collection for Experiment I. The procedural modifications for

this experiment are given in Appendix H.
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CHAPTER IV

Results

Awareness Questionnaire, Experiments I and II

The Awareness Questionnaires were independently reviewed by two

judges achieving 100 percent agreement that not one of the 138 Ss

responded to the questionnaire with any answers indicating that they

understood the nature of the CS-UCS contingencies for the classical

conditioning phase of the experiment or the response-reinforcer contin

gencies for the instrumental conditioning. Not one S expressed any

doubt with regard to the announced purpose of the experiment.

Instrumental Conditioning Data, Experiment I

A 3 x 2 factorial analysis of variance with repeated measures was

computed for both the instrumental responses (button-presses) and the

response latencies for the instrumental conditioning data collected in

Experiment I. Summaries of these analyses are given in Tables 1 and 2.

The variables considered in both of these analyses were Attitudes (3),

Affects (2), Conditioning Trials (eleven blocks of six trials), and the

interactions of these variables. There were no significant main effects

or interactions revealed with the analysis of the instrumental response

data. With the response latency data, the two significant findings

identified were the Trials main effect (p < .0001), and the Attitudes x

Trials interaction effect (p < .0433). Figure'S plots the mean latencies

for each attitudinal condition across eleven blocks of instrumental

conditioning trials.



TABLE 1

Analysis of Variance Summary for Instrumental
Responses, Experiment I

(3 x 2 analysis with repeated measures)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 989

BETWEEN 89

Attitudes (R) 2 21.6919 1.4224

Affect (C) 1 15.2818 1.0021

R x C 2 28.5485 1.8720

Error (a) 84 15.2499

WITHIN 900

Trials (T) 10 .6339 0.6561

R x T 20 1.0630 1.1001

C x T 10 .8396 0.8689

Rx C x T 20 .9529 0.9862

Error (b) 840 .9663
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TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance Summary for Instrumental
Response Latencies, Experiment I

(3 x 2 analysis with repeated measures)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 989

BETWEEN 89

Attitudes (R) 2 0.9507 0.5945

Affect (C) 1 1.1746 0.7345

R x C 2 3.3043 2.0663

Error (a) 84 1.5991

WITHIN 900

Trials (T) 10 0.5013 7.1866*

RxT 20 0.1125 1.6133**

C x T 10 0.0530 0.7604

RxCx T 20 0.0442 0.6337

Error (b) 840 0.0698

*p < .0001.
**p < .05.
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Because of the nature of the predicted results, the six different

experimental conditions were treated as unique treatments and their data

were analyzed using a simple analysis of variance with repeated measures

design having six levels in the main variable. This was deemed necessary

to avoid a Type II error which would potentially result if the Ss were

significantly conditioned in the predicted directions which would result

in the cancellation of effects across the rows and columns of the 3 x 2

matrix. Variables included in the simple analysis of variance for both

the instrumental response data and the response latency data included

Treatments (6), Trials (eleven blocks of six trials), and the Treatments

x Trials interaction. There was no significant main effect or inter-

action effect identified with the instrumental response data. Only the

Trials main effect was found to be significant (p < .0001) with the

response latency data. Summary results of these analyses are given in

Tables 3 and 4. Response latency data for each of the six experimental

groups are plotted across trial blocks in Figures 7, 8, and 9 in

Appendix H.*

*Note: Only summary tables of all data analyses and descriptions
of data found to be statistically significant are illustrated in
Chapter V of this study. Data which were not found to be statistically
significant are presented in Appendix H. The results are relegated to
the appendices because it is recognized that statistically, they may be
the result of chance factors, and that scientific conclusions may not
be drawn from them. However, these data suggest that the experiment
described in these pages should be repeated in a modified form. While
the data of Appendix H failed to achieve significance, the results of
two different experimental procedures were internally consistent for
six experimental groups, and did, for the most part, conform to the
theoretically predicted results. Failing to include these data might
limit potential interest in an area of research which warrants further
investigation.
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TABLE 3

Analysis of Variance Summary for Instrumental
Responses, Experiment I

(one-way analysis with repeated measures)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 989

BETWEEN 89

Treatments (R) 5 22.1398 1.4344

Error (a) 84 15.4354

WITHIN 900

Trials (T) 10 0.6602 0.6911

R x T 50 0.9780 1.0237

Error (b) 840 0.9554
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TABLE 4

Analysis of Variance Summary for Instrumental
Response Latencies, Experiment I

(one-way analysis with repeated measures)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 989

BETWEEN 89

Treatments (R) 5 1. 9413 1.2147

Error (a) 84 1.5982

WITHIN 900

Trials (T) 10 0.5053 7.2550*

RxT 50 0.0736 1.0571

Error (b) 840 0.0696

*p < .0001.
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Scheffe's test for multiple comparisons was employed to analyze

the differences in mean latencies among the positive, negative, and

neutral attitude groups for trial blocks 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. The last

five trial blocks were chosen for analysis because they constituted the

performance trials while trial block one was the operant level block,

and trial blocks two through six constituted the response acquisition

trials. None of the comparisons produced significant results. A

summary of this analysis is shown in Table 5.

Measure of Classical Conditioning, Experiment I

Both the 3 x 2 and the simple, one-way analysis of variance pro

cedures were employed with the data derived from the Measure of

Classical Conditioning to avoid a potential Type II error. Summary

results from both of these analyses are shown in Tables 6 and 7. Figure

9 in Appendix H provides the mean ratings of the five stimulus-person

photographs for each of the six experimental groups. A frequency count

of the number of times each experimental S had rated the stimulus-person

photographs with a positive rating (a "1," "2," or "3" rating) on the

seven-point semantic differential scale was made and subjected to a

Chi-square test which failed to reveal significant interaction across

experimental conditions. A contingency table of the frequency count

data is given in Figure 10 in Appendix H.

Measure of Classical Conditioning, Experiment II

Data derived from the Measure of Classical Conditioning in Experi

ment II were analyzed with the same techniques employed in Experiment I.

Summary analysis data for the 3 x 2 and the simple, one-way analyses are
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TABLE 5

Summary of Scheffe's Multiple Compari8on Test for
Mean Response Latencies Across Trial Blocks 7, 8, 9,

10, and 11 for Three Attitudinal Conditions

Values of t Computed for the Comparison of
Attitudinal Group Mean Latencies Across Trial Blocks

Trial 7

Positive Attitude Condition
Negative Attitude Condition

Trial 8

Positive Attitude Condition
Negative Attitude Condition

Trial 9

Positive Attitude Condition
Negative Attitude Condition

Trial 10

Positive Attitude Condition
Negative Attitude Condition

Trial 11

Positive Attitude Condition
Negative Attitude Condition

Negative Attitude
Condition

1.3692

1.1728

2.7853

.0484

1.1244

Neutral Attitude
Condition

1.8559
3.2251

.3430

.8297

1.5627
4.3480

2.7369
2.7853

1.1229
2.2473

Criterion t required to achieve significance = 9.9448
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TABLE 6

Analysis of Variance Summary for Measure of
Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment I

(3 x 2 factorial analysis)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 89

Attitudes (R) 2 20.8000 1.7136

Affect (C) 1 0.9000 0.0741

R x C 2 8.4000 0.6920

Error 84 12.1381

TABLE 7

Analysis of Variance Summary for Measure of
Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment I

(one-way analysis)

Source

TOTAL

Treatments (R)

Error

df

89

5

84

64

MS

11.8600

12.1381

F

.9771



shown in Tables 8 and 9. The mean ratings for each of the five stimu1us

person photographs are given in Figure 6. The 3 x 2 analysis revealed

a significant Attitudes main effect (p < .0110) and a significant Affect

main effect (p < .0002). There was no significant Attitude x Affect

interaction. The simple, one-way analysis of the same data produced a

significant main effect for the six levels of the Treatment variable

(p < .0007).

Scheff~'s test for multiple comparisons was used to determine the

occurrence of significant differences of mean ratings of stimu1us

person photographs on the Measure of Classical Conditioning in Experi

ment II. A summary of Scheff~'~ test results is given in Table 10.

Group 1-1 (Positive Empathy Condition) rated the stimulus photographs

significantly more positive (p < .10) than did Groups 2-2 (the Negative

Attitude Condition) and 3-2 (the Neutral Attitude Condition). Group

3-1 (the Happy Affect Condition) rated the stimulus-person photographs

significantly more positive (p < .10) than did the Ss in Group 2-2.
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TABLE 8

Analysis of Variance Summary for Measure of
Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment II

(3 x 2 factorial analysis)

Source df MS F

TOTAL 47

Attitudes (R) 2 62.5208 5.0316*
Affect (C) 1 204.1875 16.4328**
R x C 2 1.6875 0.1358

Error 42 12.4256

*p < .05.
**p < .001.

TABLE 9

Analysis of Variance Summary for Measure of
Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment II

(one-way analysis)

Source

TOTAL

Treatments (R)
Error

*p < .001.

df

47

5
42

66

MS

66.5280
12.4256

F

5.3535*



TABLE 10

Summary of Scheff~'s Multiple Comparison Test
for Measure of Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment II

Values of t Computed for the Comparison
of Group Mean Ratings

Group 1-2 Group 2-1 Group 2-2 Group 3-1 Group 3-2

Group 1-1 3.496 3.398 6.021* .777 4.270*

Group 1-2 .097 2.525 2.719 .777

Group 2-1 2.622 2.622 .874

Group 2-2 5.244* 1.748

Group 3-1 3.496

*Significant at the 0.1 level

Criterion t to achieve significance; t = 3.795
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Means and Standard Deviations of Ratings Given to
Stimulus-Person Photographs

(Measure of Classical Conditioning, Experiment II)

Happy
Affect

Neutral
Affect

Positive
Attitude

Negative
Attitude

Neutral
Attitude

x = 13.25 X= 17.75

SD = 4.05 SD = 3.38

X = 17.67 X= 21.00

SD = 3.12 SD = 3.46

X = 14.25 X = 18.75

SD = 3.07 SD = 2.49

Figure 6
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CHAPTER V

Discussion

Instrumental Response Data

Results reported in the previous chapter provide inconclusive

evidence with regard to the hypotheses which were tested. The instru

mental conditioning procedure failed to condition differential responses

in a button-pressing task even though a similar procedure has been shown

to operate effectively in other research already mentioned. One factor

which possibly contributed to this failure to condition was the response

sets which many of the subjects utilized; many subjects alternated

between the right and left buttons throughout most of the instrumental

conditioning procedure. The emotional responses which were presumably

elicited by the conditioned stimuli which were used as instrumental

reinforcers were not sufficiently strong to elicit response hierarchies

which were incompatible with the response sets. Consequently, instru

mental conditioning of the button-pressing response was not obtained.

Measure of Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment I

The nonsignificant differences found between the six experimental

groups on the Measure of Classical Conditioning data indicate that the

instrumental trials, which were conducted just prior to the administra

tion of the Measure of Classical Conditioning, may have functioned as

extinction trials for the emotional responses which had been classically

conditioned to the photographs of the five stimulus-persons. The



presentation of the reinforcing stimuli during instrumental conditioning

actually constituted a presentation of conditioned stimuli without the

subsequent presentation of unconditioned stimuli. The nearly equal

ratings given to the stimulus-person photographs were the result. (See

Figure 10, Appendix H.)

Response Latency Data

The latency data provided the only statistically significant

results in Experiment I. This variable was designed to identify

elapsed time which was considered to be an index of subjects' aware

ness of the response-reinforcer contingencies during instrumental

conditioning by showing a sudden, precipitous decrease in response

latency at the point in time when the subject became aware of the true

purpose of the experiment, and proceeded to comply with the social

demands of the experimental situation. There was no such precipitous

drop in latencies for any experimental condition or indication of aware

ness on the Awareness Questionnaire. This was to be expected in view

of the fact that no conditioning of button-pressing responses was

achieved. The significant Trials main effect obtained was probably the

result of practice effect. That is, as each subject started the

instrumental conditioning procedure, he was unsure of his responses, but

as he gained practice by experiencing subsequent conditioning trials,

he responded with increasing speed. The significant decrease in

response latencies across blocks of instrumental conditioning trials for

all attitudinal groups was the result.

The Attitudes x Trials interaction illustrated in Figure 5 provides

suggestive evidence that the stimulus-person photographs did have
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differential reinforcing value that varied across the three attitudinal

conditions. Experimental subjects who had been classically conditioned

with negative unconditioned stimuli displayed the greatest latencies

during instrumental conditioning. Such behavior functioned to reduce

the number of presentations of the stimuli which would elicit negative

emotional responses for a given unit of time. Subjects who had been

conditioned to respond with positive emotion to the stimulus-person

photographs had shorter latencies, thereby increasing the number of

reinforcer presentations per unit time. These data suggest that instru

mental conditioning was effected, but at a strength too weak to achieve

results with the instrumental button-pressing response.

Response latencies displayed by subjects in the neutral condition

groups are anomalous; they are shorter than those emitted by the subjects

in the positive condition groups. Scheffe's multiple comparison test

was used to compare the mean latencies for each of the three attitude

conditions over each of the last five trial blocks to determine if the

latencies emitted by the neutrally conditioned groups varied significantly

from the other experimental groups. No significant differences were

found. The Attitude x Trials interaction is apparently the result of

the variability afforded by all three latency curves as they intersect

each other at several different points. Additional research will be

required to determine if the observed differences in response latencies,

particularly the differences observed over the last five blocks of

instrumental learning trials, were the result of the conditioning

procedures applied or the artifact of some uncontrolled influence.
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Measure of Classical Conditioning Data, Experiment II

Experiment II was conducted because the failure to observe differ

ences among the experimental groups with data obtained from the Measure

of Classical Conditioning in Experiment I, the failure to achieve

instrumental conditioning with the button-pressing responses, and the

anomalous latency data all raised the question as to whether the classi

cal conditioning procedure employed was actually operating. Results

obtained in Experiment II indicated,'that it was functioning in the

second experiment, and, since the procedure employed in the second case

was identical to the procedure used in Experiment I, it may be assumed

that classical conditioning was achieved in Experiment I also.

At first glance the results of Experiment II seem to argue against

the hypotheses tested in this research--happy affect displayed by

stimulus-persons towards whom negative attitudes had been conditioned

were rated in a more positive way than were negative attitude stimulus

persons who displayed neutral facial cues. Staats (1975) discussed the

means by which incompatible response hierarchies may be elicited by a

complex stimulus situation. While parts of a stimulus complex may

elicit negative emotional responses, other social stimuli may activate

positive behavioral responses which are incompatible with the negative

emotional response. Such a situation may have been extant in Experiment

II when subjects were asked to rate photographs displaying happy facial

cues. They may have responded more positively to the negative stimulus

persons who were smiling because covert verbal responses (cognitive

responses) elicited by the social demands of the picture rating task

mediated positive ratings even though the emotional responses": to "those
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photographic stimuli may have been negative. This is to be expected in

a cultural milieu which requires the masking and avoidance of negative

affect in social interactions.

Results Not Achieving Statistical Significance

This last possibility and the failure to achieve instrumental

conditioning with a procedure which previously has been shown to work

suggests that the experimental procedures described herein should be

strengthened and repeated. Results from Experiment I which failed to

achieve statistical significance also support this view when evaluated

as a whole. Figures 7, 8, and 9 in Appendix I show the response

latencies plotted over trial blocks for each of the six experimental

conditions. In every case, the latencies within an attitudinal condi

tion are congruent with the hypotheses tested in this study. Addition

ally, there is congruence between the relative response directions of

the mean ratings given to stimulus-person photographs in Experiment I

(see Figure 10 in Appendix I), and the latency plots just mentioned in

all of the experimental groups except for the neutral attitude groups.

In that case, the data taken from the Measure of Classical Conditioning

show that the subjects in Group 3-2 responded more positively than did

the subjects in Group 3-1. This situation is reversed with the latency

curves in Figure 8. When taken together, these results which failed to

achieve statistical significance argue for replication of the experiment

in modified form.
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CHAPTER VI

Conclusions

Present Results

None of the seven hypotheses studied were statistically supported

by the evidence resulting from this research project. There was some

evidence that stimuli which had been classically conditioned to elicit

emotional responses did function as reinforcers effecting instrumental

response latencies, but this conclusion is tenuous because of the

strength of the latency reduction displayed by the subjects in the

neutral attitude groups. Experiment II did demonstrate that attitudes

may be conditioned to photographs of people and that, for the social

situation employed in the experimental procedure, happy facial cues tend

to enhance positive ratings of photographs of individuals towards whom

positive, negative, or neutral attitudes had previously been classically

conditioned.

Future Research

It is felt that procedural and apparatus modifications would enable

an experimenter to adequately test the hypotheses of this study.

Attempts should be made to increase the strength of the emotional

responses conditioned to the stimulus-person photographs using the

classical conditioning paradigm. This may be accomplished by increasing

the number of conditioning trials and by using positive or negative

vocal cues as appropriate when presenting the positive and negative



unconditioned stimuli. All deception-person photographs should be

removed from the classical conditioning procedure and replaced with

additional learning trials with the attitudinal stimulus-person photo

graphs.

Because the response latencies appear to be much more sensitive

than the button-pressing response as an indicator of variation in the

independent variables of interest in this study, response latency should

be the primary dependent variable. This modification would allow

simplification of the conditioning apparatus, reducing the number of

buttons on the response panel (and their attendant electrical circuitry)

and the number of slide projectors to one each. With these modifica

tions, the subject would receive essentially the same instructions for

instrumental conditioning except that he would be required to respond to

the blue signal light by pressing only one button. Each button-press

response would be followed by one of the photographs of a stimulus

person which had previously been classically conditioned by the

strengthened procedure described above on every instrumental learning

trial. This procedure would provide an attitudinal reinforcer for

100 percent of the instrumental learning trials. In the present study,

subject response sets which resulted in alternating right and left

button-pressing responses for most subjects, and the inclusion of

sixteen deception-person photographs among the reinforcers for the

target instrumental responses, resulted in the presentation of the

attitudinal reinforcers approximately 75 percent of the instrumental

conditioning trials. The suggested modification should result in
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stronger indications of instrumental conditioning with the response

latencies.

The experiment should be conducted by two experimenters instead of

the single experimenter used in this study. The additional individual

would administer the Measure of Classical Conditioning to each subject

without ever being aware of the subject's group assignment to prevent

the possibility of experimenter bias. Having the additional experi

menter would also allow for the processing of two subjects simul

taneously. One subject would be administered the classical conditioning

procedure while a second subject is administered the instrumental

procedure. This modification would greatly accelerate the speed with

which the experiment is completed, thereby reducing the possibility of

subject contamination caused by subjects failing to maintain secrecy

regarding their experience in the experiment.
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APPENDIX A

Ratings of Facial Affect Stimuli
(Stimulus-Persons)

Sex

Male

Ethnic/National
Origin

Palau
Micronesia

Affect Posed

Happy

Neutral

Ratings*

Happy--27; Sad--l

Neutral--l6; Anger--lO
Happiness--l; Surprise--l

Female Okinawa

Female U.S. (white)

Happy

Neutral

Happy

Neutral

Happy--28

Neutral--23; Happy--3
Sad--l; Surprise--l

Happy--28

Neutral--24; Disgust--2
Fear--l; Anger--l

Male Korea Happy

Neutral

Happy 28

Neutral--23; Sad--S

Female Philippines Happy

Neutral

Happy--27; Surprise--l

Neutral--l7; Disgust--lO
Surprise--l

*Twenty-eight individuals rated each photograph.



Ratings of Facial Affect Stimuli
(Deception-Persons)

Sex

Female

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Ethnic/National
Origin Affect Posed

Japan Neutral

Australia Neutral

Korea Neutral

Taiwan Neutral

u.S. (white) Neutral

u.s. (white) Neutral

Ratings*

Neutral--l3; Surprise--l3
Disgust--l; Fear--l

Neutral--23; Disgust--3
Anger--l

Neutral--27; Sad--l

Neutral--25; Sad--2
Disgust--l

Neutral--24; Happy--2
Disgust--l; Sad--l

Neutral--2l; Happy~-3

Disgust--2; Anger--l

*Twenty-eight individuals rated each photograph.
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APPENDIX B

List of Words Used as
Positive Unconditioned Stimuli

I. smooth 23. note* 45. money 67. floor*

2. star 24. soft 46. lift* 68. wish

3. inch* 25. rich 47. gold 69. thrilling

4. blossom 26. middle* 48. cover* 70. smile

5. penny 27. bright 49. rail* 7I. best

6. food 28. dollar 50. pearl 72. angel

7. base* 29. page* 5I. room 73. swim

8. city* 30. treat 52. success 74. fun

9. music 31. supper 53. magic 75. hero

10. joy 32. America 54. coat* 76. turn*

II. brave 33. dozen* 55. gift 77. moon

12. happy 34. even* 56. gentle 78. cheerful

13. favorite 35. suit 57. form* 79. brilliant

14. beauty 36. vacation 58. sport 80. home

15. report 37. holiday 59. list* 8I. mill

16. trunk 38. happiness 60. honest 82. valuable

17. sunshine 39. even* 6I. play 83. dinner

18. prize 40. stuff* 62. moment* 84. summer

19. brush* 4I. easy 63. reply* 85. even*

20. clean 42. diamond 64. Christmas 86. family

2I. candy 43. bridge 65. perfect 87. sweet

22. laughter 44. friend 66. pretty

Mean rating = 1.96

*Indicates neutral word paired with deception-person.



List of Words Used as
Negative Unconditioned Stimuli

1. enemy 23. note* 45. dirty 67. floor*

2. suffer 24. dumb 46. lift* 68. pain

3. inch* 25. ugly 47. thief 69. spoil

4. drown 26. middle* 48. cover* 70. destroy

5. wicked 27. hard 49. rail* 71. shot

6. quarrel 28. war 50. hate 72. criminal

7. base* 29. page* 51. fear 73. cruel

8. city* 30. hurry 52. bitter 74. shame

9. fat 31. ashamed 53. die 75. mile

10. lost 32. terrible 54. coat* 76. turn*

11. guilty 33. dozen* 55. stealing 77. starving

12. copy 34. even* 56. poison 78. blame

13. blood 35. trouble 57. form* 79. harm

14. awful 36. fail 58. mad 80. failure

15. report* 37. rough 59. list* 81. mill

16. trunk 38. late 60. sad 82. dead

17. shock 39. even* 61. trap 83. broken

18. poor 40. stuff* 62. moment* 84. fight

19. brush* 41. dead 63. reply 85. even*

20. angry 42. prison 64. kill 86. worry

21. sick 43. complain 65. dreadful 87. fell

22. mile 44. evil-' 66. foolish

Mean rating = 5.51

*Indicates neutral word paired with deception-person.
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List of Words Used as
Neutral Unconditioned Stimuli

1. same 23. note* 45. floor 67. floor*

2. region 24. lift 46. lift* 68. front

3. inch* 25. yard 47. love 69. pack

4. box 26. middle* 48. cover* 70. much

5. turn 27. page 49. rail* 71. street

6. lamp 28. string 50. stuff 72. mill

7. base* 29. page* 51. even 73. zone

8. city 30. rail 52. next 74. cut

9. sent 31. section 53. cloth 75. stone

10. dozen 32. before 54. coat"( 76. turn*

11. second 33. dozen* 55. alarm 77. place

12. bone 34. even* 56. door 78. portion

13. table 35. brush 57. form* 79. motor

14. flowers 36. enter 58. note 80. every

15. report* 37. moment 59. list* 81. mill*

16. trunk* 38. princess 60. form 82. many

17. cover 39. even* 61. often 83. stem

18. step 40. stuff* 62. moment* 84. send

19. brush* 41. half 63. reply* 85. even*

20. list 42. desire 64. brick 86. those

21. handsome 43. tired 65. sign 87. back

22. reply 44. coat 66. mask

Mean rating = 3.46

*Indicates neutral word paired with deception-person.
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APPENDIX C

Instructions for Classical Conditioning

"The first part of this experiment is supposed to find out if it

is easy for people to learn new information with their eyes while they

are speaking. That is, how easy is it for you to see information with

your eyes while you are talking at the same time. One way to find out

about this problem is to have you look at some pictures while you are

. talking and then ask you some questions about the pictures to see how

much you have learned from them. I could show you some pictures like

these which I have taken from a magazine and ask you to repeat a word

you hear while looking carefully at the picture. Let's try it. I'll

show you a picture and say a word. You repeat the word while looking

at the picture. Then I will repeat these steps by showing you a

second picture and saying another word which you repeat, before we go

to the third and then the fourth pictures."

Show copies of four portrait-like illustrations
of single individuals taken from magazines and
say "desk," "running," "ocean," and "brick"
with each picture. Have the S repeat each word
in accordance with the instructions. Repeat
the process until the S can handle the procedure
with one illustration within approximately three
seconds. When the S has mastered this task, then
ask two deception questions.

"Now tell me, which picture showed a man wearing a hat; picture 111, 112,

113, or 1141 Which picture was a colored picture of a woman?"

If the S responds with a correct answer, verbally
praise him. If he responds incorrectly, tell
him the correct answer and verify that answer by
showing him the appropriate illustration again.



"Now that you know how to do this part of the experiment, we are ready

to actually begin. This time you will be looking at some pictures of

people on this little screen. When you see a picture, look at it very

carefully and listen for a word which I will say as I sit behind this

yellow curtain. You repeat the word while looking at the picture.

Then we will go to the next picture, and then to the next • • • and

the next, until have seen a great number of them. When we are finished

with all the pictures, I will ask you two questions about what you have

seen. Are you ready?"

Begin classical conditioning. When all 87 trials
have been completed, ask the S to respond to two
deception questions.

"OK, now make your best guess. Can you guess how many different men

were shown in all of those pictures? How many women did you see?"

If the S responds with the correct answers,
verbally praise him. If he responds incorrectly,
tell him the correct answer. The S will then
be given the instructions for the instrumental
conditioning phase of the experiment. (Note:
In Experiment II, the Awareness Questionnaire
and the Measure of Classical Conditioning will
be administered at this point.)
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APPENDIX D

Organization of Conditioned and Unconditioned Stimuli
(Groups 1-1 and 1-2)

CS

Positive attitude
stimulus-persons (5)

UCS Number of Trials

13 trials with positive
evaluative words 65

Deception-person*

,2 trials with neutral
evaluative words*

2 trials with neutral
evaluative words

10

12

Organization of Conditioned and Unconditioned Stimuli
(Groups 2-1 and 2-2)

Negative attitude
stimulus-person (5)

Deception-person*

13 trials with negative
evaluative words

2 trials with neutral
evaluative words*

2 trials with neutral
evaluative words

65

10

12

Organization of Conditioned and Unconditioned Stimuli
(Groups 3-1 and 3-2)

Neutral attitude
stimulus-persons (5)

15 trials with neutral
evaluative words 75



Deception-person* 2 trials with neutral
evaluative words* 12

*Note: The reason for using neutral UCS words in two of the
conditioning trials paired with stimulus-persons and including two
trials with each of the six deception-persons is to deceive the
experimental subjects as to the real purpose of the experiment. It is
designed to reduce the possibility of the subjects becoming aware of
the true nature of the CS-UCS pairings.
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APPENDIX E

Instructions for Instrumental Conditioning

"Now we will do the second part of our experiment. This time we

are going to see how easy it is to learn new information with our eyes

while we are doing something with our hands. The task you will be

doing with your hand will be the pressing of either of these two

buttons on this board."

Place the response panel directly in front
of the S on the table.

"This is how it will work. Each time you see the blue signal light

over the screen come on, you turn it off by pressing either the right

button OR the left button. It makes no difference which button you

press, they will both turn off the blue signal light. When you press

one of these two buttons, you will see that the blue signal light will

go off, and sometimes you will then see a picture on the screen just

like the pictures you saw in the first part of the experiment. Push

only one button after the blue signal light comes on. And, take your

time because speed is not important. Now remember, the steps you

should follow are:

1. Watch for the blue signal light to come on.

2. Turn off the blue signal light by pressing either one of

these two buttons. The choice is up to you.

3. Watch for a picture to appear on the screen.

Those are the three steps you should follow. After you have seen all

the pictures, I will ask you two questions about them. You will see



eleven sets of pictures and I will tell you when each set begins by

saying, 'Set 1 beginning, set 2 beginning, set 3 beginning' ••• on

up to set 11 so that you will always know how far we still have to go.

Do you have any questions?"

Conduct 66 instrumental conditioning trials.
The E will say, "Set 1 beginning," etc., at the
beginning of each block of six conditioning
trials. When all 66 trials have been completed,
ask the S to respond to two deception questions.

"Did you see any new men .in this group of pictures who were not shown

in the first part of the experiment? How many children did you see?"

Praise the S for correct responses. Tell
the S the correct answer if he responds
incorrectly. Now administer the Awareness
Questionnaire.

"We have just finished the second and last part of our experiment. I

want to thank you for doing such a fine job. Before you go back to

your class, I would like to ask you some questions about how you feel

about helping me with this experiment so that I will be able to do a

better job when I do it at Kaneohe Elementary School."

Administer the Awareness Questionnaire.
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APPENDIX F

Awareness Questionnaire

1. Did you enjoy doing the experiment? Was it boring, fun, too hard
or anything else?

2. Today we did an experiment with two special learning problems. The
first problem had to do with how easy it is to learn new things
with our eyes while we are speaking at the same time. The second
problem had to do with how easy it is to learn new things with our
eyes while we are doing something with our hands at the same time.
Can you think of any other problems which I could study with the
equipment we've used today?

Note: During Experiment II, substitute the following for the second
question of this questionnaire.

Today we did an experiment with a special kind of learning problem.
The problem had to do with how easy it is to learn new things with
our eyes while we are talking at the same time. Can. you think of
any other learning problems which I could study with the equipment
we've used today?

IF THE S ANSWERS "YES" TO QUESTION 2 ABOVE, ASK HIM TO RESPOND TO
QUESTIONS 3 AND 4. OTHERWISE GO DIRECTLY TO QUESTION 5.

3. If you believe that there are other learning problems which I could
study would you tell me about them?

4. Did you think of these new problems just now or did you think about
them while you were doing the experiment? During which part of the
experiment did you think about them?

5. Tell me, what (else) did you think about while you were doing the
experiment? What went through your mind?

6. Did you think about the purpose of the experiment while you were
doing it?

ADMINISTER THE MEASURE OF CLASSICAL CONDITIONING AT THIS POINT.



APPENDIX G

Measure of Classical Conditioning Instructions

First ask the S to read each of the
at the top of the "Picture Ratings"
that he understands their meanings.
assistance as necessary.

seven phrases
sheet to insure
Provide

"Now I would like to find out how you feel about the pictures we used

in the experiment. To do this we will have to use this rating sheet."

Place a copy of the picture rating sheet and the
magazine illustrations used to instruct the S
regarding the classical conditioning phase in
front of the S. Pointing to the first illustration,
continue with the instructions.

"If I wanted to rate this picture, I would ask myself, 'How do I feel

about this picture?' I feel that I don't like it so I would place an

'x' across the '5' because the number 5 stands for 'I don't like.'

Now different people have different feelings and I am wondering about

how you feel about this picture. Which of these seven phrases would

you use to describe your feelings about this picture?"

When the S selects the phrase describing his
feeling about the illustration, assist him in
marking the appropriate space on the rating
scale. Then point to the second magazine
illustration and continue with the instructions.

"Now tell me, how do you feel about the second picture? How would you

rate it?"

Provide assistance as needed until the S is
able to rate all four magazine illustrations.
When he has mastered the procedure, give him
a blank picture rating sheet and a booklet of
photographic prints of each of the five stimulus
persons and six deception-persons.



"Now that you know how to rate a picture, I would like you to use

this new rating sheet to show how you feel about each picture you find

in this booklet. Rate each of the eleven pictures in this booklet

now please."

When the S has completed rating the eleven
pictures, thank him for his cooperation and
ask him to refrain from talking about the
experiment with other students at school.
Release him to return to his class.
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Measure of Classical Conditioning

Rate the Photographs
~
~
~
M
~

~ ~

~ =OM ~ 0
M ~ ~ ~

~ OM
~ 0 M ~

M
~

M
M ~ Mro ~ ~ ro
~ ~ ~ ~ = ~
~ OM ~ ~ 0 ~

M ro OM ~
~ U M ~

~ ~ ~ ~M M ~ ~ M
M M ~ ~ ~ M Mro ro ~ = = ro ro
~ ~ OM 0 0 ~ ~
~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~

H H H H H H H. . . . . . .
M N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I IPhotograph 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Note: The actual form used during the experiment contained
eleven scales, one for each of the eleven photographs which were to
be rated by the S. This scale is a representative sample.
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APPENDIX H

Experiment II

Subjects

Forty-eight fourth, fifth and sixth grade students enrolled at

Kailua Elementary School were randomly assigned to the six experimental

groups depicted in Figure 2 sho~~ on page 46.

Facial Affect Stimuli

Photographs of stimulus-persons and deception-persons used in

Experiment II were identical to those used in Experiment I.

Attitudinal Word Stimuli

The words used as positive, negative and neutral UCS in Experiment

II were identical to those used in Experiment I.

Conditioning Apparatus

The conditioning apparatus employed in Experiment I was modified

to include only one of the two slide projectors, the projection box,

and the drapery partition. The control panel, the response panel, and

the blue signal light were all removed from the laboratory.

Classical Conditioning Phase

The procedure for classical conditioning used in Experiment II

was identical to the procedure employed in Experiment I.



Awareness Questionnaire

The Awareness Questionnaire used in Experiment II was identical

to the questionnaire used in Experiment I.

Measure of Classical Conditioning

The Measure of Classical Conditioning used with Groups 1-2, 2-2,

and 3-2 of Experiment II was identical to the procedure employed with

all groups in Experiment I. This procedure was modified, however, for

the Ss in Groups 1-1, 2-1, and 3-1 of Experiment II. With these

latter groups, all photographs of the stimulus-persons included in the

booklet of photographs rated with the Measure of Classical Conditioning

were photographs displaying happy emotional facial cues. Facial

display posed by deception-person photographs was neutral as in

Experiment 1.
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RATINGS
GIVEN TO STIMULUS-PERSON PHOTOGRAPHS

(Measure of Classical Conditioning)

FREQUENCY OF POSITIVE RATINGS
GIVEN TO STIMULUS-PERSON PHOTOGRAPHS

(Measure of Classical Conditioning)

Happy
Affect

Neutral
Affect

Happy
Affect

Neutral
Affect

1.0

""

Positive
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